Abstract-Neuroevolution, the artificial evolution of neural networks, has shown great promise on continuous reinforcement learning tasks that require memory. However, it is not yet directly applicable to realistic embedded agents using high-dimensional (e.g. raw video images) inputs, requiring very large networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neuroevolution, the artificial evolution of neural net works [2, 27] , has advantages over classical, single-agent learn ing methods for continuous reinforcement learning tasks that require memory [6, 22] . Despite all the recent progress, how ever, such methods are not yet directly applicable to realistic embedded agents with raw video input, since images are typically high-dimensional, requiring thousands of network inputs, and therefore potentially very large networks. Most approaches to scaling these methods have focused on indirect encodings where relatively small network descriptions are transformed via a complex mapping into networks of arbitrary size [3, 8, 12] .
While this biologically inspired approach is promising, in this paper, we present an alternative approach to scal ing neuroevolutionary RL to high-dimensional input spaces. Rather than forcing the evolving networks to cope with high dimensional observations directly, an unsupervised learner (UL) is used to "compress" the often very redundant sensory input into a compact code that requires a only a few input units from the controller's side.
To our knowledge, no online system combining UL and neuroevolution has been explored previously. Up to now, this general approach of using UL as a preprocessor has been studied only in the context of single-agent RL (Le. TD, policy gradients, etc), where the agent simultaneously learns both the mapping from the compressed features to actions, and the features themselves from the observations provoked by the actions [1, 4, 11, 13, 14, 16] . A problem with this coupled system is that, since the learned features depend on how the agent behaves and vice-versa, good features may never form because the agent's initial, poor policy results in biased sampling of the environment.
The approach presented in this paper addresses this boot strapping issue by using a single unsupervised module that is trained on data generated by all of the individuals in an evolving population of recurrent neural network (RNN) policies. Because many different policies are evaluated for each generation, a potentially broader, less biased sampling of the observation space is achieved, from which useful features can be learned more reliably.
Furthermore, since the compressor is adapted online, its own asynchronous learning process can be used to drive evolution in search of novelty. If an individual provides data that the compressor decompresses (reconstructs) poorly, this means that its behavior has not been seen before (or not very often), and, therefore its fitness should be boosted to promote behavioral novelty in the population. This mechanism allows evolution to make progress even when the raw fitness (Le. the fitness related to performing the task) in the population is fiat, in a manner analogous to exploration based on intrinsic motivation in the single-agent RL setting [18] - [20] .
The particular instantiation of this Unsupervised Learning plus Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning (UL-ERL) frame work, evaluated in this paper, is called VQ-SNES, as it uses online vector quantization (VQ; [7] ) for the adaptive compres sor and Separable Natural Evolution Strategies (SNES; [17] ) for the neuroevolution component. VQ-SNES is tested on a vision-based version of the mountain car benchmark, with results demonstrating both the effectiveness of simultaneous online training of the compressor and neuroevolution, and the beneficial effect of compressor-based intrinsic motivation on evolutionary exploration.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses issues related to sensory compression. Section III describes the overall UL-ERL architecture, while Section IV details VQ-SNES. Section V presents the experimental results on the high-dimensional vision-based mountain car task. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. SENSORY COMPRESSION
The problem class of interest in this work is concerned with learning control for reward maximizing tasks under high-dimensional observations, where the environment can be continuous and partially observable. A high-level description of the system is as follows:
where 0t E R di m is the observation at time t, which is encoded by compressor C into a code vector Yt E Rn, where n < < dim. The action at, which can be stochastic, is determined by the controller 7r, based on the current code, and potentially the entire history of code inputs and actions, { Yt, at, ·.·, Y o, ao}, represented by the internal state of the controller, m t. The controller defined by combining equations 2 and 3 at = 7r(Yt, G( mt-i, Yt-i, at-i)), can be implemented for example by a recurrent neural net work, where Yt is the external input, and GO computes the internal activation via the networks feedback connections.
Given a compressed vector, inverse operation provides a reconstruction Ot = R( C( Ot) ) . The quality of this reconstruc tion is measured in terms of distortion d(ot, Ot) . A standard distortion measure is the squared error:
The overall quality of the compressor is evaluated by measuring its expected distortion,
o where Pr( 0) indicates the observation probabilities.
We consider adaptive compressors, for example through gradient descent. Let the compressor be parameterized by W. Then, if Vw D( C, R) , can be computed or approximated, the compressor can be improved. Improving a compressor in this way can be considered unsupervised learning.
An issue with compression of this type is that it may in crease the severity of aliasing, where states requiring different actions map to the same code, adding to the original type of aliasing due to the fact that the true operating state St cannot always be extracted from the observation 0t. The code is guaranteed to be low dimensional but not unambiguous. However, because our system (described next) evolves RNNs, which have memory, it can mitigate the effect of possible compression induced aliasing. Fig. 1 shows a schematic description of the general frame work combining Unsupervised Learning with Evolutionary Reinforcement Learning (UL-ERL). At a high level, the ar chitecture consists of a standard neuroevolution system where an evolutionary algorithm is used to evolve recurrent neural networks, with the key addition of an unsupervised compressor module that preprocesses the inputs to the evolving networks.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In a conventional NE system, evolution proceeds in the following steps: (1) initialize a random population of neural Fig. 1 . UL-ERL Architecture. The standard neuroevolutionary RL approach is augmented by an adaptive compressor that transforms high-dimensional observations into a compact code which serves as input to the evolving recurrent neural network controllers. At each generation the compressor is trained on observations generated by the evaluated controllers. using unsuper vised learning. As the compressor improves. the controllers are provided with increasingly informative features. and. in tum. they provide new data for the compressor to improve the features.
network encodings or chromosomes, containing candidate val ues for the parameters of interest (e.g. synaptic weight values, connectivity, etc.), (2) evaluate each chromosome after first transforming it into its corresponding network controller, and assign a fitness, (3) reproduce the most fit chromosomes to produce a new, hopefully better, population 1. Normally, during the evaluation phase, controllers can di rectly perceive the observable state of the environment, which means that if the observation is high-dimensional, the networks will have to be sized accordingly. In UL-ERL (refer to pseudocode in Algorithm 1) however, each high-dimensional observation is first transformed by the compressor into a lower dimensional code (line 8) that is then fed as input to the controller (line 13), thereby reducing the required network complexity. At the end of each generation (i.e. the loop from line 4 to 19), the compressor is trained on a set of images generated from the environment by the controllers during that generation (line 21). Training is conducted in batch, only between generations, so that all individuals in a given generation are evaluated fairly using the same sensory system (compressor).
The compressor not only provides a compact code, it also I In the case of probability distribution based evolutionary algorithms. such as CMA-ES and NES. the population of candidate solutions is not explicitly maintained. clear imgs
implements a kind of intrinsic motivation by boosting the fit ness of those networks that generate action sequences resulting in novel training images. When a network is evaluated, the observation (image) with highest reconstruction error is saved (lines 9 to 12) to the training set, and the error on that image is used as an additional component, fcomp , that is combined with the raw fitness, !tas k (line 17). The specific combination operator, EB, used is implementation specific. Evolutionary search and unsupervised compressor work in synergy. Initially, the untrained compressor produces a spuri ous code that is of little use in solving the task. However, once the compressor is trained on the set of images from the first generation, useful features begin to emerge that capture task specific regularities, allowing controllers in the next generation to make progress. In turn, controllers that generate novel images receive higher fitness for doing so, which encourages diversity and drives evolution to discover more controllers that do the same, in order to improve the compressor further.
IV. VQ-SNES
The particular instantiation of UL-ERL in this paper uses a computationally efficient variant of Natural Evolution Strate gies (NES; [5, 23, 24, 26] ), called Separable NES or SNES [17] as the evolutionary search method, and a competitive clustering algorithm based on Ve ctor Quantization (VQ; [7] ) for the compressor.
A. Separable NES Separable NES is a restricted version of NES, that sacrifices generality in favor of low computational complexity. NES is a class of evolutionary algorithms for real-valued optimization 3 that maintains a search distribution, instead of an explicit pop ulation, and adapts the distribution parameters by following the natural gradient of expected fitness.
In each generation the algorithm samples a population of A E N individuals Zi rv 7r(zle), i E {I, ... , A}, i.i.d. from its search distribution, which is parameterized by e, with the goal of maximizing a fitness function f : IR k ---+ R The expected fitness under the search distribution is
The gradient w.r.t. the parameters can be rewritten as
(see [26] for the full derivation) from which we obtain the Monte Carlo estimate
of the search gradient. The key step then consists of replacing this gradient, pointing in the direction of (locally) steepest ascent w.r.t. the given parameterization, by the natural gradient
where F = IE [ 'V e log 7r (zle) 'Ve log 7r (zle) T] is the Fisher information matrix; leading to a straightforward scheme of natural gradient ascent for iteratively updating the search distribution with learning rate parameter 'T/. The sequence of 1) sampling an offspring population, 2) computing the corresponding Monte Carlo estimate of the fitness gradient, 3) transforming it into the natural gradient, and 4) updating the search distribution, constitutes one generation of NES.
For a multivariate Gaussian search distribution, the param eters e = (IL, :E), where IL E IR k is the mean vector and :E E IR kxk is the covariance matrix, are split canonically into three invariant components. This amounts to a (non-redundant) representation similar to CMA-ES [9] , were split off a global step size variable from the covariance matrix in the form :E = (7"2 • B T B, with (7" E IR+ and det(B) = 1. We write A = (7" • B for a factor of the covariance matrix, fulfilling :E = A T A. We obtain the corresponding gradient components original coordinate system Zi then become:
where 7]J.L' 7]0-, and 7]B denote learning rates for the different components (refer to [5] for further details). Separable NES restricts the search to distributions with diagonal covariance matrix. This means that it is limited to search distributions that are factorizable, but reduces the complexity of each generation dramatically, from O(k 3 ) to O(k).
B . Online Vector Quantization
Ve ctor Quantization is a simple and stable online, lossy compression method that maps a dim-dimensional input space (e.g. observations, 0) to a discrete space, with only n possible values. VQ maintains n prototype column vectors W = (WI, ... , wn ) , which, in this work, represent prototypical states, so Wi E S, \:Ii. Any observation, 0t. will be encoded as the index of some prototype, e.g., j = C(Ot) , j = Ln, and any index is decoded as the corresponding prototypical state vector, e.g., Wj = R(j) .
An optimal encoder maps any observation 0t to the index of the prototype with lowest distortion,
which will partition the state space into n distinct regions, where Si is the set of observations for which prototype state vector Wi has the smallest squared error,
and i is an internal state representing all observations in Si.
The optimal decoder minimizes expected distortion, condi tioned on the above encoder. The optimal Wi is the expectation of the observations in Si, The large flatland is determined by all the possible controllers that cannot solve the task. Gradient is present only among those who do, making the problem hard from an evolutionary standpoint.
Done in a batch fashion, the above two steps give the well-known K-means algorithm. Done on-line, the gradient of globally decreasing distortion \7w D( C, R) (see equation 5) is approximated in an unbiased way, which in the case of the "winner-take-all" compression and squared error distortion, leads to the following update rule [10] for each prototype,
where Yi = 1 for C(Ot) = i and Yi = 0 otherwise. It is intuitive to see that moving Wi towards 0t (i.e. 0 < a :::; 1) will decrease the distortion for Ot. The above is a basic "mixture of experts" system, where each prototype can be considered an expert on some part of the observation space. However, in on-line training, samples are not expected to arrive in an i.i.d. fashion, therefore stability needs to be balanced against plasticity. Prototypes that have updated over a large number of samples should be fairly stable and less likely to forget, at the same time there needs to be a subset of prototypes that can adapt quickly if new data is observed. To facilitate this, an "age", hi, is maintained for each prototype, which is incremented after every sample it is trained upon, and now instead of a single learning rate, a, there are n prototype-specific learning rates ah i each set to l/hi. Units without much experience will adapt very quickly, while experienced units will not adapt much. To prevent the learning rates from converging to zero, they are bounded from below:
Equation 9 has an intuitive interpretation: learning rate descends in a per-prototype way according to l/hi until it reaches some lower bound w, which it uses as a constant learning rate for that prototype thereafter.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Vision-Based Mountain Car
VQ-NES was evaluated on a vision-based version of the (8) well-known mountain car RL benchmark [15, 21] , shown in Fig. 2 . The agent controls a car within a deep valley, with the objective of reaching the highest area beyond a slope in front of the car. The car has three actions: forward, neutral, and reverse. Motor power is limited, so that simply selecting a series of consecutive "forward" actions is not sufficient to take the car to the goal. A swinging movement is necessary: speed has to be built up by going back and forth on the valley sides.
The state of the car is defined by its current position Pt and velocity Vt, which are within ranges -1. where at E {-I, 0, I} is the selected action, and g is the force of gravity. The car's altitude is cos(3p). If at any t, the position is 2: 0.5 (top of the slope), the trial terminates. Otherwise, the trial stops after some maximum number of steps. The fitness of a controller is typically the number of steps needed to complete the trial.
In order to test VQ-NES, the state of the environment (p, v) was mapped to a high-dimensional visual input consisting of 15 x 30 = 450 pixels, which the controller receives instead of the state variables. In each input image, the car is seen as a colored block, around a point depending on its position, p. In its standard, non-visual form, the mountain car task is trivial for neuroevolution methods. However, in testing the UL-ERL framework, we are less concerned with the demands of the control task itself, and more with the challenge of coping with high-dimensional inputs and studying how sensory compression can be made to function in synergy with evolutionary search. The very simplicity of the underlying control task allows us to better isolate these aspects.
The task was also made more difficult in other ways. First, no velocity information is given to the controllers: the recur rent network controllers must compute the velocities internally using their feedback connections (memory). Second, whereas the initial position and velocity are typically randomized within any allowable value, here the car is always initialized the car to the deep part of the valley, from -0.7 :::; Po :::; -0.3, with slight initial velocity, within -0.07/4 :::; Vo :::; 0.07/4. Finally, the force of gravity is double: instead of g = -0.0025, g = -0.005 was used. This makes reaching the top (required condition for previous RL methods) in the initial population much more difficult. As a consequence, the number of individuals receiving minimal fitness after being unable to reach the goal grows, thus enlarging the size of the relative fitness plateau (see Fig. 3) .
B . Setup
To assess the advantage of combining UL with ERL and intrinsic motivation, four different setup were compared: I) Raw Images: Networks are evolved with SNES but are fed the images directly, without first compressing them by VQ. All controllers were implemented by single-layer fully re current networks, with three sigmoidal output neurons (one per action). Actions were selected stochastically after applying the softmax function to the output layer:
Lj=l exp(aj/T) where T is the temperature, which we set to 0.0001.
(12)
The VQ-based compressor used n = 8 clusters, initial ized to 8 random 450 dimensional vectors, and the learning rate lower-bound is w = 0.01 (equation 9). This reduces the number of network weights by a factor of 41, from (450 inputs + 3 recurrent connections) x 3 neurons = 1359 to (8 + 3) x 3 = 33 (and the three bias values for each of the output neurons in both cases). The compressor is trained after each generation using just a single image from each individual's run. To drive compressor improvement, the image with the highest distortion (per individual per run) is used for training.
Each of the four approaches was run 20 times for 35 gener ations (the outer loop in Algorithm I). SNES was initialized -.
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.", .... with a random mean vector with component chosen from [-0.5, 0.5] ' and the variance vector was set to all ones. The population size is set to 20 and the learning rate at 0.35 for both mean and variance. These parameter settings are informed by both NES and CMA-ES defaults; we found them to be robust over small variations. A run is considered to start from a new initialization of SNES and the compressor.
The fitness for each network was itask + ico m p where itask was the number of steps required to terminate the task, either by solving it, or by reaching a maximum of 1000 steps, and icom p , the error of the image with highest distortion provided by that individual (before training the VQ).
C. Results   Fig. 4 shows the weight vectors in W as images, from a selected run of the algorithm. Fig. 5 shows the average task performance, itask, for the four approaches. The RWG results show that the problem is not trivial. Even with the reduced number of weights for the methods using VQ to pre-process the input, the number of weights to guess is still high (running RWG on the uncompressed input always failed). Of course, even the compressed code is 8-dimensional compared the two state variables (position and velocity) used in the standard mountain car task. The poor performance of evolving upon "raw images" shows the advantage gained by adaptive pre processing. Even if comparable performance is achieved after enough time, the number of weights to find is so high that in real time the execution of this test took roughly 20 times longer.
In order to better measure the influence of icom p , the task was made harder by halving the number of maximum steps to 500 and raising gravity further, up to 9 = -0.00545. With this setup, it is unlikely for random controllers to solve the problem, therefore SNES receives almost no gradient information with which to update its distribution. Yet, the intrinsic fitness component, icom p , derived from compressor performance can provide such information and encourage exploration. While there is no guarantee that exploration will lead to increased raw fitness, in the mountain car task it eventually does. Fig. 5 shows this empirically. Ty pical starting generations will produce a flat fitness landscape (see Fig. 3 ), the absence of gradient information making evolution difficult. Now, some amount of skill is needed to even begin task-based optimization. The novelty-driven controllers are intrinsically motivated to explore novel places, since the gradient will be in directions that lead to observations that the compressor does not deal with well [18] , thus finding the task-based goal much more quickly.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We combined adaptive compression and RNN controllers trained by stochastic search. A compressor learns to ex tract regularities within high-dimensional observations and automatically provides simplified input codes to an evolving recurrent actor with memory. We tested a combination of adaptive vector quantization (learning a set of compact internal representations) and Separable Natural Evolution Strategies, an efficient stochastic search method, applying it to a difficult, high-dimensional, vision-based version of the mountain car task. Results showed that VQ is able to automatically simplify the observations in a way that permits SNES to evolve success ful controllers. An additional intrinsic motivation fitness term (based on the maximum distortion of the observations provided to the compressor) was shown to drive curious exploration in a useful way, providing the compressor with novel observations that make it improve.
Since VQ will fail in presence of changing backgrounds, future work will try more sophisticated compressors such as deep neural nets. We will also utilize feedback from the policy evolver to inform the compressor, thus developing the latter's features not only from unsupervised criteria, but also such that they are useful for the task at hand. A third future direction is
